
Master 2 Internship

«Informaton flux in large scale neluronal networks»

Project: Neurons communicate by acton potentaas (aaso caaaed spikes).  In  their  simpaest expression spikes can be
considered  as  binary  events,  occurring  on  a  smaaa  tme  window  (about  1  ms).  It  is  currentay  beaieved  that  the
succession of these spikes convey informaton (neuraa code), aathough there is staa no agreement on how to decipher
this code. At the aevea of a neuronaa popuaaton one expects therefore that there is an informaton transfer fowing
through the neuronaa network. This oriented, causaa informaton fux, can be measured by statstcaa methods. Thanks
to the use of Lasso methods for point processes, one can infer a aocaa independence graph, which can be interpreted in
neuroscience as functonaa connectvity [2]. 

In additon, neuronaa networks are abae to aearn via paastcity mechanisms at the aevea of synapses (synaptc paastcity).
The informaton fux through the network ought to evoave, in a measurabae way, under synaptc paastcity. Up to now,
this efect has not been measured though.

The goaa  of  this  internship is  to measure this  efect  in  a network of  conductance based spiking neurons studied
mathematcaaay  in  [1].  Startng  from  a  network  randomay  connected  neurons  the  aim  is  to  measure  how  the
informaton fux evoaves under synaptc paastcity. In additon, the efect of the network size wiaa be studied. The work
consists  mainay  of  aarge scaaed simuaatons using the spinaker  simuaator impaementng synaptc  paastcity  [3].  The
computatonaa modea wiaa map efcientay in reaa tme the causaa informaton fux of spikes propagatng through the
network [4].

The internship wiaa be done in coaaaboraton between B. Cessac (Biovision, INRIA, Sophia-Antpoais), A. Muzy (MS&N,
I3S, Sophia-Antpoais) and P. Reynaud (MS&N, LJAD, University of Nice). The duraton is 6 months. The internship wiaa be
done at Inria, in the Biovision team headed by B. Cessac.

This master 2 internship couad be foaaowed by a PhD, depending how the student performs.

Profile.  The project is interdiscipainary, so the candidate is expected to have strong programming skiaas  and a soaid
background in mathematcs or physics.

Contacts:
INRIA bruno.cessac@inria.fr
Web page http:/t/twww-sop.inria.fr/tmembers/tBruno.Cessac/t 
LJAD patricia.reynaud-bouret@univ-cotedazur.fr
Web page https:/t/tmath.unice.fr/t~reynaudb/t
I3S muzy@i3s.unice.fr
Web page https:/t/ti3s.unice.fr/tmuzy 

Teams
Biovision. The  goaa  of  the  Biovision  team  is  to  investgate  new soautons  to  heap  vision  impaired  peopae.  Visuaa
impairment afects some 285 miaaion peopae in the worad, mostay in deveaoped countries: 85% have aow vision, i.e.,
have remaining sight, and 15% are totaaay baind. It is predicted that the prevaaence of visuaa disabiaites wiaa increase
markeday  during  the  next  20  years,  owing  aargeay  to  the  aging.  In  this  context,  Biovision  aims  at  deveaoping
fundamentaa research as weaa as technoaogy transfer aaong two axes (i) deveaopment of high tech vision aid systems for
aow  vision  patents  (ii)  precise  modeaing  of  the  visuaa  system  for  normaa  and  dystrophic  conditons,  targetng
appaicatons for aow vision and baind patents. These axes are deveaoped in strong synergy, invoaving a aarge network of
natonaa and internatonaa coaaaborators with neuroscientsts, physicians, and modeaers.

MS&N
Modéaisaton, Simuaaton & Neurocogniton (MS&N) is common to the aaboratory of Computer Science, Signaas and
Systems in Sophia Antpoais (I3S) and to the Mathematcs aaboratory J.-A. Dieudonné (LJAD), which beaong to both
Centre Natonaa de aa Recherche Scientfiue (CNRS) and Université Nice Sophia Antpoais (UNS).
MS&N aims at integratng modeas from computer science, mathematcs and bioaogy.

http://www-sop.inria.fr/members/Bruno.Cessac/
http://unice.fr/
http://www.cnrs.fr/index.php
http://math.unice.fr/laboratoire/pr%C3%A9sentation-du-laboratoire
http://www.i3s.unice.fr/en
https://i3s.unice.fr/muzy
mailto:muzy@i3s.unice.fr
https://math.unice.fr/~reynaudb/
mailto:patricia.reynaud-bouret@univ-cotedazur.fr


The study of neurocogniton is characterized by sparse and small fragments of observatons. Then, the iueston that
cognitvists and neuroscientsts ask to modeaers is not: how the system behaves really? They ask: Is this hypothesis of
behavior/tstructure acceptabae or worth? To answer this iueston, the probaem of the modeaer is then how to imple-
ment and in/validate an hypothesis? At MS&N, to soave this probaem we provide: a multlevel methodology from the
minimal formal transcripton of the biological system to its efcent simulatonn using abstracton to validate the links
between the diferent descripton levels. Furthermore, to choose and "navigate" between the diferent abstractons of
the systems framed by the hypothesis, our convicton is that actvity is a good guide.

Research areas
 Probabiaity and statstcs: dependence detecton, modeas of interacton graphs, estmaton in those modeas
and tests on reaa bioaogicaa data (goodness-of-ft)

 Abstract modeas and formaa anaaysis/tsynthesis of generaa, reactve and discrete-event systems, aagebraic se-
mantcs, category theory

 Formaa modeaing, formaa prototyping using synchronous programming aanguages

 Computer-aided proofs of behavioraa propertes

 In silico experiments
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